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Chapter 1091 

The old man’s tone was extremely serious, and no one at the table spoke. 

Even though Ning Yaohua and Ning Yaobang were very dissatisfied in private 

that there was another person who came to divide the family property out of 

thin air, they had nothing to say. 

Ning Qiutong is not easy to fool, the shares are in her hands, it is difficult to 

get them over, what’s worse, if she also intends to fight for the succession of 

the company, it will be tricky… 

Both Ning Yaohua and Ning Yaobang looked as if they were facing an enemy, 

Ning Tianxin was a little absent-minded, and only Selena was the most 

leisurely at the table. 

And Ning Qiutong kept everyone’s reactions in his eyes… 

“Okay, Lawyer Cai, let’s publish the will!” 

As soon as the old man finished speaking, everyone couldn’t help but sit up 

straight. 

The lawyer opened the folder in his hand and began to read: “The testator: Mr. 

Ning Zhiyuan, due to his advanced age, he is afraid of unexpected health 

accidents. In order to prevent inheritance disputes, he made this will. My 

current property is as follows: 51 shares of Ning’s International Co., Ltd., 

overseas fund trust…” 



After the lawyer read the old man’s property, he began to talk about the 

distribution, “Three properties, two shops, and overseas trusts in the imperial 

capital under my name belong to my granddaughter, Susie!” 

“What! Are you crazy! Give an outsider so much property!” Ning Yaobang was 

the first to pat the table and stood up. 

He couldn’t believe that the old man actually gave most of his real estate to 

Susie’s unrelated granddaughter, and that overseas trust was not a small 

amount. 

“What outsider, Susie is my Zhuang Lingyu’s daughter, uncle, do you need me 

to repeat it to you?” Zhuang Lingyu said with sharp eyes. 

“Daughter of sh1t, she’s just a country girl. The two daughters of my direct 

relatives outside are not allowed to appear here today. Why should an 

outsider from your family divide our Ning family’s property!” 

“It’s because I, Zhuang Lingyu, raised her with my own hands! You two 

illegitimate daughters don’t know which lowly woman gave birth to them, so 

why should they show up here and dirty our Ning family’s place?” 

… 

On the opposite side, Selena, who had always maintained the attitude of an 

outsider, had a momentary blank look on her face… 

Because of Zhuang Lingyu’s tough attitude as a mother trying to protect her 

daughter… 

Heh, I’ve already told myself that Zhuang Lingyu is just a stranger to her, why 

does my heart still ache uncontrollably when I see her defending Susie… 

Selena closed her eyes slightly, and returned to normal after a while, as if 

nothing had happened. 



No one noticed the fleeting change on Selena’s face just now, except Ning 

Qiutong, who was beside Selena, quietly taking in everything. 

This child… I haven’t seen her for a few years, but I didn’t expect her to change 

so much. She has changed not only in appearance, but also in her 

temperament. She is far more calm and generous than her peers, and she has 

no trace of the timid little girl back then. … 

At the table, Ning Yaohua, Zhuang Lingyu and Ning Yaobang were already 

arguing upside down. 

In the end, it was the old man who slammed the table to silence the three of 

them, “Shut up all of them! It’s true that Susie has no blood relationship with 

our Ning family, but no one can be ruthless than grass and trees. After all, she 

has been me for more than 20 years.” For my granddaughter in the year, these 

things are considered my dowry to her! No one is allowed to say a word!” 

Ning Yaobang slammed his fist on the table, half dead from anger. 
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Zhuang Lingyu snorted, and patted the back of Susie’s hand reassuringly, 

“Don’t worry, with mom here, no one can bully you!” 

“Mom, thank you…” Susie fell into Zhuang Lingyu’s arms with tears in her eyes, 

but she secretly glanced at Selena who was opposite her from the corner of 

her eye, and a cold mockery flashed across her eyes. 

After a short turmoil, the reading of the will continued. 

The remaining funds and real estate were distributed among several people 

equally, and Selena also got a set of real estate in city c. 



City C is where her adoptive parents lived, and the place where she grew up in 

the past 18 years was City C, so the old man’s arrangement was considered 

troublesome. 

After all these are divided, only the most important part is left, which is the 

company’s shares! 

This is also the reason why Ning Yaobang has been holding back and not 

making a fuss, the shares are the most important thing. 

At this moment, Susie’s expression was also showing a trace of nervousness, 

just now seeing the old man’s attitude towards him, in terms of shares, he 

shouldn’t treat her badly, right? 

The lawyer turned a page, and then continued to read, “Ning’s International 

Co., Ltd. has a total of 51% of the shares. The current distribution is as follows: 

Ning Yaohua 15, Ning Yaobang 6, Ning Qiutong 10, Ning Tianxin 10, Selena 

10! The reading is over.” 

The moment the lawyer’s voice fell, the study was so quiet that a needle could 

be heard. 

It’s over…? 

This is the end? 

After the equity allocation was read out, Ning Yaobang finally breathed a sigh 

of relief. Although Ning Yaohua had 15, he and Tianxin had a total of 16, 

which was 1 more than Ning Yaohua. How could he be unhappy? . 

Although Selena also got 10 shares, but given Selena’s bad relationship with 

them, she would never give the shares to Ning Yaohua! 



It’s just that he didn’t expect that even Ning Qiutong got so much 10, and as 

the old man’s own son, he only got a poor 6, which really made him a little 

aggrieved. 

At this moment, Ning Yaohua looked at Selena who was across from him with 

an extremely complicated expression. At this moment, even he had to say that 

Jiang is still old and spicy, and the old man’s allocation is really… 

It completely pinned all of them to each other, and no one could move the 

other. 

The first one to speak out was Zhuang Lingyu, “Have you finished reading? 

What about Susie?” 

No matter how hard Susie endured, her face was already pale at this moment. 

She never expected that the old man didn’t even leave her a dime of shares! 

Isn’t this slapping her in the face in front of all the Ning family? What’s more, 

there is still Roman in the situation! 

This made her marry into the Su family, how could she hold her head up in her 

natal family? 

Just now, he pretended to say those affectionate words… 

This Dmned old man! 

How cunning! 

Ning Yaobang snorted coldly, “Didn’t you give everything you should have 

just now? What else do you want? Sister-in-law, I advise you to be a human 

being and don’t have too much appetite!” 



“Then you can’t even distribute 1% of the shares to Susie. What does that 

mean? Isn’t Susie a member of the Ning family? Even Dad, you said just now 

that no one can be ruthless without grass and trees. Susie At least having been 

your granddaughter for so many years, it would be too chilling for you to do 

this!” Zhuang Lingyu’s face was full of anger. 

“Heh…” When Zhuang Lingyu spoke righteously, a low laugh suddenly came 

from the corner. 

Zhuang Lingyu immediately looked in Ning Qiutong’s direction with 

displeasure, “Qiutong, if you have something to say, just say it, there’s no need 

to be weird!” 

“Since the cousin sister-in-law has said so, then I will say it directly.” 
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Ning Qiutong sat up slightly, and looked at Zhuang Lingyu, “Sister-in-law, you 

said uncle is chilling, but in my opinion, you are the one who really chills!” 

“What do you mean?” Zhuang Lingyu frowned. 

“It’s fine if outsiders don’t know, but everyone here knows very well that Susie 

is just an adopted daughter, while Selena is your biological daughter and the 

blood of our Ning family’s blood. Uncle gave Ning the shares. What’s wrong 

with Xi?” 

“I didn’t say it was wrong for Dad to distribute the shares to Selena. That was 

his right. I said why Susie didn’t!” Zhuang Lingyu said in a deep voice. 

Ning Qiutong snorted coldly, “Okay then, let’s talk about why we don’t share 

the shares with Susie! 

Susie is just an adopted daughter who was wronged in the hospital, but she 

has enjoyed the luxury and wealth that should have belonged to Selena for 



eighteen years. After the truth was revealed, she would not return to her 

original home, her original parents, but Still staying in our Ning family, 

occupying the name of Miss Ning’s family, and found such a good marriage 

with Roman as Miss Ning’s family! 

On the contrary, it was Selena, the direct relative of our Ning family, who lived 

abroad for eighteen years and lived in poverty for eighteen years. He was 

finally found by the Ning family, but he could only bear the name of an 

adopted daughter, who should have belonged to her. Doves occupy the 

magpie’s nest, and even the servants can bully her, calling her a pheasant and 

a bumpkin! 

And at this time, what are you doing as parents? Accusing her of being vulgar 

and vulgar along with outsiders can’t get on the stage! What qualifications do 

you have to blame and insult her? Did you raise her for a day or teach her for 

a day? 

Do you think you have fulfilled your parental obligations by taking your child 

home and giving her food and clothing? With cruel parents like you, it would 

be better to let the children stay in the country and not know anything. It is 

worse than being stabbed in the heart by the biological parents after seeing 

all the warmth and coldness of human nature!” 

Hearing this, there was a dead silence on the table, and no one spoke. 

Susie was stiff all over, even Ning Yaohua and Zhuang Lingyu kept dark faces 

and said nothing, the old man looked at Selena with a guilty expression, 

Roman squeezed his palms calmly… 

Selena sat there quietly, and looked at Ning Qiutong beside her sideways with 

complicated eyes. She was numb for a long time, and she was used to the 

indifference of this circle. Unexpectedly… Ning Qiutong could have nothing to 

do with her today. , would actually say these things for her… 

These… words that no one has ever said for her… 



Ning Qiutong paused, and then looked at Susie like a sharp knife, “The assets 

that uncle gave Susie are enough for her to marry well and live in luxury for a 

lifetime. She is a country girl, eating us People from the Ning family, living in 

our Ning family, bearing the name of Miss Ning, what are you dissatisfied 

with? Tang Susie, I want to ask you, what are you dissatisfied with? Family 

shares?!” 

Listening to Ning Qiutong’s every word, especially the “Tang Susie”, Susie’s 

shoulders trembled violently, her nails dug into her palms fiercely, her 

drooping complexion was unbelievably gloomy. In seconds, she stood up with 

a swipe and rushed out the door… 

Seeing this, Roman’s expression became tense, and he hurriedly chased after 

him. 

“Ning Qiutong, you are too much! Even if you are a member of the Ning 

family, this is our Dafang family’s housework. When will it be your turn to 

point fingers! You don’t know anything and are talking nonsense here! Seeing 

her daughter ran out sadly, Zhuang Lingyu was furious. 
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Ning Qiutong sneered again and again, “Oh, I don’t know anything? I don’t 

know who was blinded by sh1t, I advise you to take a good look, what is it that 

is with you every day! Don’t Led wolves into the house and was killed without 

knowing it!” 

“Ning Qiutong! I tore your mouth! It’s not up to you to comment on the 

character of the daughter I brought up!!!” Zhuang Lingyu was about to rush 

over excitedly, but was stopped by Ning Yaohua up. 

“Hahahahahahaha… I think what Qiu Tong said is quite right! I’ve wanted to 

say it a long time ago, sister-in-law, you treat an outsider as a treasure. This 

IQ, this logic, is really hard for me to understand, little brother!” Ning Yaobang 



stood aside I am afraid that the world will not be chaotic and watch a good 

show. 

“Ning Yaobang, shut up! I think you are jealous!” Ning Yaohua yelled angrily. 

The two sides quarreled and the scene was chaotic… 

The old man pinched his sore and swollen temples. He really didn’t care about 

their quarrel, so he walked out of the study with the help of the lawyer… 

At the same time, in the yard behind the Ning family. 

Susie ran all the way into the woods, lying on a tree and crying bitterly. 

Roman stood behind him and gently pulled her into his arms, “Don’t be sad, 

Aunt Qiutong speaks a bit harshly, but that’s how she is, don’t mind…” 

“How could I not mind! She actually made me so miserable, as if I robbed 

Selena of everything! I am also my mother’s daughter! Susie, who was born in 

2000, suddenly told me that all of this is not mine, and my parents are not my 

parents anymore, do I feel good about it? 

Why do you say that I stole Selena’s things! Didn’t she suddenly appear and 

snatch everything from me? Grandpa keeps saying that I am also his 

granddaughter, but in the end he treats me like this. Doesn’t it mean that he 

doesn’t regard me as a member of the Ning family at all? ” Susie said 

excitedly. 

Hearing Susie’s words, Roman didn’t know what to say for a while. 

In the past, when Susie cried and told him these things, he would definitely 

support her unreservedly and stand by her side. 

But now… Maybe it’s because of the ambiguous feelings towards Selena 

recently… Or maybe it’s because of what Ning Qiutong said just now… 



He suddenly felt that there was nothing wrong with what Ning Qiutong said… 

All of this should belong to Selena! 

Selena was supposed to be the young lady of the Ning family, but her life was 

misplaced because of being hugged wrong… 

Susie didn’t know what Roman was thinking at the moment, she lay in 

Roman’s arms and cried, “Roman…what should I do…what should I do…how 

could they treat me like this… “ 

Roman patted Susie’s shoulder, and said softly, “Susie, didn’t you say that 

before? You don’t want everything from the Ning family at all, we can rely on 

ourselves, and you are good enough now, why bother?” Do you care about 

these extraneous things?” 

“How can it be the same! Why should I give up what should belong to me!” 

Susie blurted out excitedly. 

Hearing this, Roman’s complexion suddenly changed, “Susie, how can you say 

that…that should belong to Selena…or do you really want to fight for the Ning 

family’s property?” 

Susie almost exploded when she heard the first sentence, but when Roman 

said the last sentence, she suddenly woke up! 
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Dmn it, she was so excited that she said it directly, no matter if it was Roman, 

Zhuang Lingyu or Ning Yaohua, what she likes is her indisputability, she must 

never show that she wants things from the Ning family… … 

So, Susie showed a look of grievance, and hurriedly changed her words, 

“Roman, how can you say that about me? If I want things from the Ning 

family, why should I work so hard? 



I’m just too sad, I have always regarded myself as a member of the Ning family 

and put the Ning family first in everything, but they have always regarded me 

as an outsider! And you, Roman, I want to marry you in a grand manner, and I 

want everyone to say that you married a good wife! “ 

Hearing this, Roman’s expression softened a little, “Susie, I understand what 

you mean, but you don’t have to worry, no one dares to say anything bad 

about my Roman’s woman, and you don’t have to worry about marrying her. If 

you are underestimated, I will make it clear to my parents!” 

“Roman, thank you… Thank you for always being by my side…” Susie could 

only temporarily suppress all the dissatisfaction and anger in her heart, and 

snuggled into the man’s arms obediently. 

When Susie couldn’t see it, Roman raised his head and looked in the direction 

of the upstairs study. 

Through the window, one could vaguely see Selena sitting on a chair. 

In my mind, I couldn’t help but think of the little girl back then. 

Carrying him all the way, the girl who was sweating profusely and her legs 

started to tremble, but insisted on not leaving him behind… 

Picking fresh wild flowers every day to send his girl… 

The girl who made delicious delicacies every day to coax him to take medicine 

obediently… 

She is poor, she wears mended clothes, she speaks broken Mandarin, but she 

is so beautiful and lovely! 

Since when did all this change? 



Ever since he recovered from his illness and was taken back to the Su family, 

from the time when he returned to the glitz of the city, from the time he was 

lost by Susie’s glamor and beauty, all the good times in his memory have 

become unbearable… 

But at this moment, why does he miss it so much? 

I miss the girl’s innocence and simplicity, and those eyes that are always 

incomparably bright and attached when staring at him… 

…… 

Ning’s gate. 

“That… aunt…” Selena hesitated for a moment, but still called Ning Qiutong 

who was in front of her. 

“Huh?” Ning Qiutong, who was about to open the car door, stopped and 

looked in Selena’s direction. 

Selena coughed lightly and walked forward, “Thank you for today’s matter.” 

In any case, she should say thank you. 

Ning Qiutong said indifferently, “They are all from my family, there is nothing 

to thank.” 

Selena had mixed feelings in her heart when she heard a sentence from her 

family, she bent down deeply and bowed, “Thank you anyway!” 

Looking at the girl in front of him, Ning Qiutong sighed, “Unfortunately, when 

I was abroad, I didn’t know many things, and it was too late when I knew it. I 

didn’t expect my cousin to be so confused, and let him do it like this again.” 

Go on, sooner or later the old man’s family business, which he managed so 

hard to win, will change hands and fall into the hands of outsiders!” 



As Ning Qiutong said, a cold light flashed in his eyes. 

Selena also showed a pensive look. 

…… 

At night, the Ning family, Susie’s bedroom. 

Zhuang Lingyu helped Susie tuck in the quilt, then turned around and closed 

the door. 

On the bed, Susie, who was dozing off, immediately woke up. 
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There was no trace of sleepiness in the woman’s eyes, on the contrary, they 

were full of sinister and hatred. 

How could she be able to sleep in this situation! 

Currently Ning Yaohua has 15 shares, Ning Yaobang has 16 shares, and Ning 

Qiutong has 10 shares. 

So, the key point became Selena. 

Whoever she supports with those 10 shares will be the company’s largest 

shareholder, and whoever has the most strength will fight for the right to 

inherit! 

This time, Ning Yaohua and Ning Yaobang will definitely crazily snatch the 

shares in Selena’s hands. 

As for her, she didn’t get half of the shares, so she didn’t have the slightest say 

in this matter, and even if she tried her best to collect the scattered shares in 



the market, she could only collect two or three percent at most, which was not 

much at all. effect. 

Ning Qiutong doesn’t need to think about it, that woman is very difficult to 

deal with, it is absolutely impossible to get the shares from her, the key is the 

shares in Selena’s hands! 

Naturally, she also hoped that Ning Yaohua would get the shares in Selena’s 

hands and get the right to inherit the company. 

However, if Ning Yaohua made any compromises with Selena for the 10% of 

the shares, such as taking her home or even disclosing her identity, then 

everything would be over! 

The top priority now is that she must have a strong backer, so that Ning 

Yaohua can completely give up the idea of disclosing Selena’s identity! 

Susie immediately thought of: The dealer! 

Zhuang Lingyu’s mother’s family. 

However, she had accidentally heard the quarrel between Zhuang Lingyu and 

Ning Yaohua. Zhuang Lingyu strictly forbade Ning Yaohua to have any contact 

with the Zhuang family, and her attitude was very tough. 

That’s why she didn’t dare to climb the dealer’s line, but now she can’t care 

about it anymore. 

She must seize this opportunity! 

As for Zhuang Lingyu, she has a way to deal with it. 

What’s more, now that Travis has already been taken a step ahead by Selena, 

she has to quicken her pace! 



It’s just that a young lady like Travis is really hard to please. Judging from what 

happened last time, Selena and Travis seem to have a good relationship. I 

don’t know if Selena whispered anything to her about it. Bad words about 

myself… 

Thinking of this, Susie’s face became even uglier! 

If Selena hadn’t been a hindrance last time, after she successfully gave the 

clothes to Travis, Travis might have worn their history clothes at the state 

banquet. It can bring great publicity to the company. 

In the end, Selena ruined everything! 

Now that she has lost the opportunity, if she wants to climb the line of Travis, 

she will probably have to use some special means… 

Susie thought about it, took out a key, and used that key to open the safe. 

He took out a mobile phone from the safe, charged it, and made a call, “Hi, it’s 

me! Do something for me!” 

“Who is it this time?” A hoarse voice came from the other end of the phone. 

“Zhuang Rongguang.” Susie said a name. 

“Zhuang Liaoyuan’s son?” The voice on the other end of the phone was low. 

“That’s right, it’s Zhuang Liaoyuan’s son!” Susie said. 

“Heh, little girl, are you getting more and more angry?” The voice on the other 

end of the phone was a little sinister. 

Susie said quietly, “Don’t worry, I just want you to scare him, not really ask you 

to do anything to him. When the time comes, you just do what I say. But, you 



must find a suitable one. Timing, clean up! I can wait…but don’t make me wait 

too long…” 
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Taohuawu. 

After returning home, Selena was thinking about the day’s affairs when the 

doorbell rang. 

“Mantou, help me see who’s here?” Selena asked. 

“Obey, my dear master!” After a while of squeaks, a small screen appeared on 

the robot’s face, and the surveillance screen of the door appeared on the 

screen, and the person in the screen was Daniel. 

When Selena saw it was Daniel, she immediately got up and went to open the 

door, “Master Boss! It’s so late, why are you here?” 

“I don’t worry about you.” 

“Come in! Mantou, pour water!” 

“Obey, my beautiful master!” The robot immediately went to pour a glass of 

water and brought it over. 

Selena handed Daniel the water on the tray, and then sat down on the sofa 

next to him. 

Daniel took the water glass, “How is today? Did the people over there make 

things difficult for you?” 

“Grandpa is here, who dares to make things difficult for me, and there is 

another thing that surprised me today. Do you know my cousin? It is Ning 

Qiutong! She is back this time!” 



“I’ve heard about it, it’s a character. What?” 

“When I made my will this time, I almost got into an argument, but she even 

spoke for me!” 

“Arguing?” 

Selena nodded, “That’s right! Grandpa divided Susie’s real estate and trust 

funds as a dowry, but he didn’t give her any shares. At that time, Zhuang 

Lingyu immediately raised doubts, saying that Grandpa’s distribution was not 

good enough. Fair or something. Then Ning Qiutong took over and helped 

me say a lot, to the effect that Susie was not qualified to inherit the shares of 

the Ning family. Ning Qiutong’s mouth is really powerful, even Susie It was 

said that I lost control of my emotions on the spot and ran out!” 

Daniel tapped the glass with his slender fingers, and analyzed, “Your 

grandfather’s distribution of shares to you should be… 15% for Ning Yaohua, 

10% for Ning Qiutong, 6% for Ning Yaobang, Ning Tianxin is ten percent, and 

you are also ten percent.” 

Selena’s eyes widened immediately when she heard the words, “I’ll go! Daniel, 

how do you know so clearly? You can’t buy all the lawyers out, right?” 

Daniel glanced at her lightly, “Your man doesn’t even have this basic 

judgment?” 

Selena broke into a sweat immediately, “Ahem, ahem…Okay, okay! You’re 

amazing! You’re the best! Anyway, it’s just like what you judged, that’s how 

grandpa divides it!” 

“For now, that’s really the best way to allocate, with checks and balances.” 

“But it’s quite annoying, Ning Yaohua and Ning Yaobang will definitely come 

and bother me soon!” Selena sighed with a headache. 



“Do you want Ning’s International?” Daniel looked at her and asked suddenly. 

“Uh…” Why did the big devil ask her in such a suspenseful tone, as if asking 

“Do you want to drink water? If you want to drink, I will pour it for you” so 

casually. 

Selena thought for a while, then said, “To be honest, it’s not rare.” 

With her current situation and energy, it is really not easy to go through this 

muddy water. 

“But of course, I will never let Grandpa’s company fall into Susie’s hands!” 

So, this is really a tangled issue… 

Fortunately, with the current situation, no one can touch anyone in the short 

term, and she still has plenty of time. 

“Then, I suggest you temporarily transfer the 10% of the shares to Ning 

Qiutong.” Daniel suggested. 

“Transfer to Ning Qiutong?” Selena thought for a while, then her eyes lit up. 
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“That’s a good idea! I just don’t want to give it to Ning Yaohua and Ning 

Yaobang, but I’m afraid they will pester me if I hold it! It’s a good idea to give 

it to Ning Qiutong. With her temperament, she will never give it to that 

person.” Both sides have good fruit to eat, and with Ning Qiutong’s business 

ability, grandpa’s company will not go down! Boss, you are so smart!” 

Selena discussed with Daniel for a while, and seeing that it was getting late, 

she asked, “Do you want to sleep with me?” 

Hearing this, Daniel glanced at the girl, “No.” 



“Ah? Why? It’s very late! How troublesome it is to go back? Do you have 

something to do later?” Selena was puzzled. 

Daniel pinched the center of his brows, and said helplessly, “Because in our 

future wedding room, I will lose control especially easily. Understand?” 

Selena: “Uh…” 

Daniel rubbed the girl’s hair, “I don’t have to wait until after getting married, 

but I still want to do it, because you are my most important person, I am 

willing to wait, and I want to give you the greatest respect.” 

Selena sighed softly, rubbed her head against the man’s broad palm, and 

muttered, “Master, I’ve been in your hands all my life… I really don’t have any 

complaints… You were born to beat me Bar?” 

After a long while of getting bored, Selena sent the person to the door. 

Before leaving, Daniel suddenly remembered something, and took out a red 

bronzing invitation letter from his pocket and handed it to her. 

Selena opened it and looked at it, then asked puzzled, “Hmm… birthday 

invitation? Who is Mo Jianzhang? Why did you invite me?” 

“It’s Mo Lingtian’s father. Lingtian sent the invitation letter. If you have time 

tomorrow night, you can go. If you don’t have time, it doesn’t matter.” 

Presumably, Mo Lingtian was going to invite Daniel and his girlfriend, but 

since it was inconvenient for her and Daniel to appear as male and female 

companions, he specially sent another invitation to Selena alone, as a way of 

showing how much he valued her. 

Selena thought for a while, “I don’t have anything to do tomorrow night. I’ll be 

at the studio during the day, and I’ll go straight there at night!” 



Not many people in Daniel’s circle sincerely admitted that she regarded her as 

a friend, and the other party was so thoughtful, so it was not easy for her to 

save him. 

Daniel: “Okay.” 

Selena stood on tiptoe, leaned over and k!ssed the man’s lips, with a 

domineering president’s tone, “Honey, one day, I will let you stand by my side 

in an open and aboveboard manner! Let all the women in the city I know, you 

are mine!” 

Daniel: “…” 

The words are good words…but no, what’s wrong? 

… 

The next day, Zeling studio. 

Because Zeling is preparing to expand its business in province h recently, 

Selena spends there whenever she has time, sorting out materials and 

planning proposals. 

Before I knew it, I discussed with everyone until late at night. Selena looked at 

the time on the phone, and it was almost too late, so she hurriedly said, “I 

have a dinner later, so I have to leave first!” 

“Boss, go get busy!” 

“Don’t work overtime, you all go to bed early! Ah, by the way, Shang Ze, do 

you have any ready-made dresses in the studio? Just find me one! It’s too late 

to go back and change!” Selena hurriedly asked. 

“Yes, boss, what style do you want?” Gong Shangze asked. 



Selena thought for a while, “It’s an elder’s birthday banquet, so the colors and 

styles should be low-key and steady!” 

“Okay, boss, wait a moment!” 

… 

Chapter 1099 

A while later, Selena changed into the evening dress that Gong Shangze found 

for her, then put on light makeup and combed her hair. 

What Gong Shangze found for her was indeed a very low-key style, the 

traditional classic cheongsam style, the color is also very simple and elegant, 

outlining the orchid with splashes of ink on the plain background, just like the 

ladies of the Republic of China. 

Selena stood in front of the full-length mirror, looked at herself in the mirror, 

and expressed her satisfaction, “Not bad, very good! Just this one! Thank you, 

Shang Ze! Then I’ll go first, bye bye…” 

“it is good…” 

Gong Shangze looked at the back of his boss leaving, hesitant to speak. 

This dress is relatively low-key…but it’s not low-key at all when it’s worn on her 

body… 

Selena is no different from his muse of inspiration, the source of many of his 

designs, and even the model in his mind when sketching the designs. It can be 

said that she is the real owner of all Zeling’s clothes. After she wears them 

herself, she will give him The best design, the most perfect life… 

… 



Mo Zhai. 

Today, Mo Jianzhang’s birthday party was held in the small outdoor garden of 

Mo’s house, and the atmosphere was very lively at this moment. 

Daniel had already arrived first, knowing that Selena was busy in the studio, he 

didn’t rush her. 

Mo Lingtian was holding a goblet in his hand, and he moved up to Daniel 

anxiously and asked, “Hey, Daniel, won’t your little white rabbit stop coming? 

Is she still angry with me?” Huh? Did you get back after almost falling off a cliff 

last time? Did you get scared?” 

When Daniel heard this, he gave his friend a sideways glance without saying a 

word. 

Scared? The girl clearly claimed that she had a lot of fun and was very exciting! 

He really hoped that she would be a little scared, so that she could live in 

peace. 

Mo Lingtian didn’t know what Daniel’s eyes meant. He was talking to Daniel 

when he finally saw a familiar figure at the door. 

Selena handed the invitation to the doorman, and walked in slowly. 

Under the gorgeous and dazzling crystal lamp at the door, the girl is wearing a 

plain dress, her hair is loosely tied behind her head with a wooden hairpin, and 

she walks step by step against the light, as if stepping into the world of 

mortals from an empty valley, and behind her is like a piece of ink-stained ink 

painting gradually dissipate… 

Not only was the clothes suitable, but Selena was born with the talent of being 

able to easily change her temperament. After putting on this clothes, the 



temperament of her whole body also changed along with the clothes, making 

it more suitable and complementary. 

Selena’s appearance caused a moment of silence in the banquet hall, followed 

by discussions in a low voice. 

Seeing such an amazing new face all of a sudden, everyone would be a little 

curious. While the girls were curious about Selena’s identity, they were most 

interested in the eternal topics of clothing and jewelry, so soon someone 

noticed Selena This cheongsam. 

“Who is the girl who just came in? It seems a bit like a certain female star… 

The dress on her is so beautiful! It’s so temperamental!” 

“Ah! I know that dress…it’s Zeling’s dress. I saw it in a specialty store last time. I 

thought it was too ordinary, so I didn’t buy it. I didn’t expect the effect on the 

upper body to be so amazing! I regret not buying it at that time!” 

“Zering’s clothes are good, and I like them very much, but the most important 

thing is people, right? The more low-key the clothes, the more attractive they 

are!” 

“That’s true!” 

… 

After Selena came in, she exchanged affection with Daniel with her eyes, and 

then found a corner to sit down by herself. 

Chapter 1100 

Mo Lingtian put his hands on Daniel’s shoulders, and couldn’t help but click 

his tongue and began to count, “Black-bellied little fox, cute little white rabbit, 

expert shooter, cute maid, heroine, lady of the Republic of China… I’ll go! Your 

house How many faces does Little Rabbit have? I finally understand why you 



are so obsessed with this woman, every time you change your outfit, it’s like 

changing a different person, does it feel like you’re changing girlfriends every 

day?” 

Daniel: “No matter what she looks like, I like her.” 

Mo Lingtian’s joke was said by Daniel, and his love immediately became as 

deep as the sea. 

Mo Lingtian felt an arrow shot in his chest, “Brother, I found out that you have 

become a lover after falling in love! I couldn’t see it at all before! I thought you 

had a low EQ! Speaking of it The strategy you gave me before is too general, 

can you teach me a few more details, compared to the nasty love story you 

just said…” 

“How’s Ziyao doing?” Daniel suddenly asked. 

Mo Lingtian sighed, “Last time you said it so badly, you must give up with 

Ziyao’s personality, she is not the kind of woman who stalks and stalks.” 

After chatting with Daniel for a while, Mo Lingtian went over to say hello to 

Selena before going to entertain the guests. 

As a result, quite a few people at the banquet asked her about Selena, and 

even the old man of his family had Selena’s idea in mind. 

“Ling Tian, is that girl your friend?” Mo Jianzhang asked. 

“Yes what’s the matter?” 

“It’s just that I didn’t expect you to make some decent friends!” Mo Jianzhang 

looked at his son’s expression very dissatisfied. 

“Hey, Dad, have you ever said that about your own son!” 



“When will you develop into a girlfriend?” Mo Jianzhang asked suddenly. 

“Pfft…cough cough cough cough…” Mo Lingtian was almost scared to death 

by his father’s words, “Father! Don’t scare me!” 

Mo Jianzhang looked at him with a frown, “What a fuss, why did I scare you? 

As the saying goes, a friend is born from the heart, I think this girl is pretty 

good, dignified and generous, since you are friends, you seem to have a good 

conversation just now, Why can’t you develop it? You’re already in your third 

year, and even Daniel has a girlfriend, how long are you going to play?” 

Mo Lingtian had a painful expression on his face, “Father… let’s talk about it! 

It’s a happy day for you, can we say something happy?” 

“Then can you do something to make me happy? Which family is that girl 

from? If you don’t want to ask, I’ll propose a marriage for you! If you get 

married this year, you should be able to give birth to a fat boy next year!” Mo 

Jian Zhang obviously wants to hug his grandson and wants to go crazy. 

“Father! Dear father! Stop making trouble! She is Daniel’s wife!” Mo Lingtian 

couldn’t bear it anymore. 

Mo Jianzhang was taken aback when he heard the words, “What? Then…that’s 

Daniel’s girlfriend?” 

Mo Lingtian squeezed the space between his brows, “Yes! So please calm 

down for a while! Besides, I already have someone in my heart!” 

Mo Jianzhang snorted coldly, “Oh, the person in your heart has high eyesight, 

can he see you?” 

“Dad, am I your own? People have high vision, so I’m not bad, okay?” He has 

started to work hard recently. 



Looking in Selena’s direction, Mo Jianzhang sighed with regret, “You useless 

thing! You don’t even have a daughter-in-law!” 

Mo Lingtian: “…” 

 


